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6. Structures & Spaces

STRUCTURES AND SPACES
The public footpath across the southern parkland to
the Hall, in part runs alongside the brook and
closely adjacent to the remains of the former
almshouses (listed Grade II). Unfortunately now
derelict and ruinous, they convey a fleeting image of
the philanthropic Coke family, who provided them
for the poorer residents in the village. Their original
presence would have had a picturesque quality
within the wider tranquil setting but their current
condition, coupled with the adjacent copse of trees
and overgrown vegetation, allows only limited views
from the adjacent footpath and small bridge which
spans the brook.

Preamble
This section of the Appraisal looks primarily at the
relationships between the structures and the spaces
within the Study Area, their historic and current
relationships, views contained within the area, and
landmarks.
For the purpose of this part of the Appraisal
Longford is divided into two distinct areas, these
being to the north and south of Long Lane.
North of Long Lane
The area to the north of Long Lane is characterised
by a limited number of individual detached and
substantial buildings such as the Church of St.
Chad, Longford Hall, and Longford Hall Farm, all
of which are located in a setting of open land, either
in agricultural use or the remaining parkland
associated with Longford Hall.
From Long Lane, there are impressive views
northwards of landmarks in the form of the Church
of St. Chad and Longford Hall, viewed across open
parkland. The extent of uninterrupted space to the
south of the Hall allows for the grandeur of these
buildings, particularly the Hall, to be fully
appreciated. In high summer the views across this
land are restricted to glimpses of the Hall due to
extensive tree planting.

The Yeaveley Brook
The Yeaveley and Shirley brooks both meander
gently through this northern area to create a calm
and tranquil environment. From the formal
driveway approach to the Hall, Church and Farm
buildings, the surrounding land is relatively flat and
low lying and there are wide ranging views in most
directions across adjacent agricultural land and
parkland associated with the Hall.

Longford Hall
As has been previously mentioned in this
document, the landscape is characterised by
numerous brooks and water-courses which weave
their way through the area. Coupled with these are a
number of small weirs and footbridges. To the
south of Longford Hall, the formal gardens of the
Hall are located alongside the Yeaveley brook,
which has been exploited at this juncture to provide
an attractive water feature fronting the Hall. Swans
and other birdlife add to the restrained and tranquil
character of this part of the study area.

Watercourses meander through the area
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Robust stone bridge leading to the Hall, Farm and Church
Open views easterly across adjacent agricultural land
Part way along this drive an impressive stone bridge
again provides a formality to the approach. All these
factors hint that buildings of status are being
approached. The drive separates, one path leading
to the impressive decorative entrance gates and
piers at the entrance to Longford Hall, the other
continuing to the Church of St. Chad and Longford
Hall farm buildings, the Stables forming a
termination of the vista to the driveway.

Whilst the eastern drive to the Hall, Church and
Farm is a simple track with a tarmac surface, the
formality of this approach is emphasised by the
gates and gate piers to the entrance at Long Lane,
alongside South Park Lodge, together with the
regimented tree planting which lines and encloses
both sides of the drive.

Impressive entrance gates and gate piers at Longford Hall

South Park Lodge and entrance to driveway

The continuation of the drive is lined by mature
trees, tall yew hedges and estate fencing to the
south-west, all of which provide privacy to
Longford Hall and enclose the formal gardens.

Regimented tree planting along the drive

A mixture of mature trees, yew hedges, metal estate railings
and brick walls line the approach to the Church.
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The Church of St. Chad is located within this
tranquil setting, enclosed by low brick walls and
shaded by mature trees and is a quiet contemplative
space, quite separated from the adjacent buildings
and their associated uses. The Church is
constructed in sandstone and in an area
predominantly of brick, the use of stone provides
an enhanced visual status to the Church. Longford
Hall has also assimilated part of its visual status in
the use of stone for its architectural dressings.

Long Lane
Long Lane serves as a separation between the north
and south of Longford. Roadside hedges, hedgerow
trees and copses of trees associated with Longford
Park overhang Long Lane and channel views in a
tunnel-like fashion along the road in both
directions. Only a couple of properties are served
directly from Long Lane, notably Longford Oaks
and South Park Lodge.

The Church of St Chad has a presence within the landscape
A pedestrian footpath lies tightly constrained
between the churchyard and the Longford Hall
farm buildings and continues on towards the west
drive. The footpath passes close to the impressive
but deteriorating Grade II * listed Stable block.

The view down Long Lane is often highly enclosed
To the north side of Long Lane, at the eastern end
of the village, there is a small cemetery, its timber
lych-gate and picket fencing facing directly onto
Long Lane. It marks the most eastern approach /
exit to the village. It covers a relatively small area
but is formally laid out with a central access ‘aisle’
lined by yew bushes. It characterises the social
history of the village, when in the early 20th century,
additional space was required for burials. The lychgate is a memorial for those who lost their lives in
WWI.

The Stables at Longford Hall Farm
From the farm buildings south along the west drive,
the access route is partially lined with dense
hedgerows and trees, which enclose and give
privacy to Longford Hall. West and south the views
open out across agricultural land, which rises
gradually towards the main road, with trees and
vegetation mainly found lining the watercourses.
Small footbridges hidden in the undergrowth and
the remaining evidence of metal estate gates and
fencing, which formed the lower status entrances
from west drive, add to the character of the area.

Formal yews line the central ‘aisle’
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South of Long Lane
The area to the south of Long Lane is generally
characterised by a mix of smaller scale historic
buildings of a more vernacular character alongside
larger detached properties. The majority of village
properties located to the south of Long Lane, as
identified on Figure 8 Building Chronology (1) date
from 1922 onwards, with most development
occurring from the post WWII era onward. The
majority of 20th century buildings have been
constructed in brick, and some have incorporated
design elements representative of the local
vernacular. Unfortunately many of the later 20th
century properties have not followed traditional
building design or materials (see Section “Materials
and Details”).

There is very little backland development in the
village. The exception to this lies at the northern
end of Main Street where a modern ‘close’
development extends beyond the rear of Clematis
Cottage and Wynsmoor. Similarly the Glen and
Glenside are located to the rear of the Primary
School. However in most cases the rear gardens of
properties fronting the vehicular routes abut open
agricultural land.

The three main vehicular routes in the southern part
of Longford are Main Street, Sepycoe Lane and
Longford Lane.

To the east of Main Street the land is relatively flat
and low-lying, with the Shirley and Brailsford
brooks converging to the north of The Mill Farm.

Infill development has had a significant effect in
increasing the density of residential properties in the
village over the preceding century. However, on
balance the plan layout of this later development
has respected that of the earlier properties, which
are situated within generous plot sizes.

Main Street / Sepycoe Lane
At the junction of Long Lane and Main Street, the
Pump House forms a strong corner focal point and
a landmark building leading into the village. Along
Main Street and Sepycoe Lane development has
generally been contained to the eastern side of the
street, primarily due to water management in the
surrounding area. The exception to this is
Brookside and the adjacent associated properties.

Trees and vegetation line the Shirley Brook
Development in the village has also been designed,
in general, to face onto the road, and buildings are
often set within larger than average sized plots with
spacious front gardens. In many cases, gardens are
bounded by hedgerows and dense vegetation, which
forms a physical and visual boundary to the
highway. This channels views along the road and
provides privacy and a sense of containment.
The Pump House at the corner of Main Street

View northwards along Main Street

Open land at the junction of Long Lane and Main Street
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Along Sepycoe Lane, predominantly detached
properties continue to line the western side with
open land to the east, some having a fine view of
the Grade II listed bridge which spans the brook.

The exception to this sense of containment is at
Longford CE Primary School where the frontage
opens out to the play area and is visible onto the
street, although fencing does retain some continuity
of street frontage. Many of the buildings in the
village have retained or been designed to
incorporate chimneys. Those on the school and the
neighbouring property ‘Two Trees’ are particularly
impressive and provide an interesting detail against
the skyline.

Grade II listed bridge and listed Mill House beyond
Longford Lane
The length of Longford Lane as considered in the
Study Area, historically had little development. The
older buildings are located at the junction with Main
Street and to the south of the Lane at Cottage Farm
and Bupton Farm. Most of the remaining
development, especially that to the north of
Longford Lane is infill development, dating from
1922 onwards. Properties are generally located
alongside the road, with some exceptions and
within generous plot sizes. Properties fronting the
lane have an open aspect and south facing views
across agricultural land.

Chimney details at the Primary School and ‘Two Trees’
At the junction with Longford Lane the later 20th
century properties have less enclosure to their
frontages and an open aspect across agricultural
land to the east. This rough low-lying pasture
incorporates a bund within the landscape,
associated with local water management.

From the bridge at the junction with Main Street,
there are attractive views of the weir and millponds, as well as across the pond and associated
water features which front the Mill House.

Modern houses (to the left) terminate the vista

The pond & gardens fronting the Mill House
The Mill House and former Cheese Factory
opposite, now in residential use, are both landmark
buildings within this part of the street-scene.

Rough low-lying pasture at the junction of Longford Lane
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it provides open parking and access areas for large
container lorries.
The Mill Farm is set at some distance to the north
of Longford Lane and is accessed via a track and
associated public footpath. The property is hidden
behind a defined enclosure of mature tree planting
and contains well-presented gardens. These abut the
mill-ponds and form a distinct transition in
character from agricultural to well-cultivated
domestic land.
Former Longford Cheese Factory
The continuation of Longford Lane has much less
of a sense of containment than Main Street, with
little development on the southern side allowing
long ranging views across agricultural land.
Throughout the village, there are few pavements as
is the case on Longford Lane. Lack of footways and
the associated grass verges lining the lane, maintain
the rural character of the village.
North of the Mill House, towards the Mill ponds
Further east, Local Authority housing has been
constructed on less generous plot sizes, although
the buildings sit relatively comfortably in the village
environs due to being constructed in brick, being
set back from the road edge with definitive
hedgerow boundaries and having details such as
chimneys which help to integrate them into the
overall character of the village.
Open aspects to the south of Longford Lane

Local Authority housing on Longford Lane
On reaching Bupton Farm, views out to the east
beyond the hedgerows are over pastoral land with
open fields punctuated with individual trees. At this
point Longford Lane curves steeply to the southeast and the most concentrated development of the
village ends. There is a notable spatial separation at
this bend, before approaching individual properties
further along the lane, which are generally detached
and in some cases relatively modern.

View west along Longford Lane
Although there is little commercial development in
the village, a couple of buildings to the north of
Longford Lane are used for automobile repairs and
garaging. Consequently this creates a distinct break
in the residential character of the Lane, especially as
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7. General Condition & Negative Factors

GENERAL CONDITION & NEGATIVE
FACTORS

Many of the historic properties in the village, have
also been subject to later 20th century
‘improvements’ and the incorporation of these, is
often inappropriate to the character, age or
appearance of the property. This includes
inappropriate changes to construction materials
such as the loss of timber window and doors to
plastic replacements, loss of traditional clay tile and
slate roofs to modern concrete roof tiles etc., and
the removal of decorative details.

Within the Study Area the overall condition of land
and property is extremely good, with the majority of
residential properties and their associated gardens
being well maintained. There are relatively few
factors which have a negative impact on the village.
However due to the extent of later 20th century
development that has ensued, this must be
mentioned in the context of how this now forms a
significant part of the area and the impact it
undoubtedly has had, on the earlier historic and
architectural appearance and character of the area.
Much of this later build has been infill development,
concentrated to the south of the village,
predominantly along Main Street, Sepycoe Lane and
Longford Lane and it has resulted in extensively
increasing the overall size of the village from that
evident in the late 19th and early 20th centuries.

Modern storm-proof windows with applied ‘leading’.
However these changes are commonplace across
many conservation areas in the country, as the
undertaking of ‘minor’ alterations to residential
dwellings cannot be controlled via conservation area
designation alone. Whilst additional restrictions can
be introduced to control various levels of
development, it is more important to gain the
support of local residents, and to encourage them to
undertake appropriate works of alteration.

Modern houses with large attached garages facing onto
Sepycoe Lane.

Overall the Study Area is extremely well maintained
with very few buildings in a poor state of repair.
However the exceptions to this can be seen in the
derelict and decaying Grade II listed almshouses, to
the south-west of Longford Hall.

In addition to this increase in density of
development, later 20th century buildings have often
not followed traditional building patterns or used
traditional materials (other than brick). There is an
eclectic variety of materials used particularly across
the southern part of the village as previously noted
in Section 4a ‘Materials and Details’.

Remains of Longford Almshouses
Single storey dwelling Main Street
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Also in poor repair, and a continuing state of
deterioration is the Grade II* listed Stable building
at Longford Hall Farm. Although planning
permission and listed building consent has been
granted for redevelopment of this building, it
remains empty and unused and at further risk of
decay and loss. Similarly the Grade II listed barn to
the north of the Stables is also in need of some
repair and maintenance.

Commercial buildings and activities have a negative impact
on the visual aesthetics of the area.
Less significant issues, which nevertheless are
considered to impact negatively on the area, are the
large and highly visible blue recycling bin situated in
the playground to the Primary School. Whilst it is
recognised that the recycling bin has to be in a
prominent position for removal of material, it could
be better screened from views along Main Street.
Rear elevation of Longford Stables
These listed buildings are all on Derbyshire Dales
District Councils Buildings at Risk Register which is
monitored annually and Longford Hall Stables as a
Grade II* structure is also on the National Heritage
at Risk Register which is maintained by English
Heritage and which highlights Grade I and Grade
II* listed buildings. For any building considered ‘at
risk’ it is important that a new use can be identified,
if the original use is no longer viable, in order that
the building can be properly repaired and
maintained. None of the remaining listed (or unlisted) structures in the Study Area are considered to
be ‘at risk’.

Recycling unit

In terms of buildings and/or uses which have a
negative affect on the area, the buildings in
commercial use along Longford Lane do impact
detrimentally on the area, both aesthetically and in
terms of the nature of the development, with large
vehicles entering, exiting and parking on the site.

Equally the black wheelie bins located directly onto
Long Lane close to the Memorial Cemetery,
ramshackle sheds, and areas of uneven and broken
surfacing do not add positively to the area.

Area along Longford Lane, used for commercial parking.
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8. Pressures & Capacity for Change

Longford. In this area planning permission will not
be granted for any development that would
prejudice the development of that site as required
for Community Facilities

PRESSURES & CAPACITY FOR CHANGE
As previously discussed in this document, Longford
presents a well-maintained village in respect of
residential properties and land associated with those
properties whether in domestic or agricultural use.
The most pressure for change over the latter years
of the 20th century has been the extent of new
development within the settlement and this has
been clearly demonstrated in Figure 8.

Planning permission for development within or
likely to have a direct or indirect adverse impact
upon any Wildlife Sites, such as the site defined at
the Church of St. Chad, will only be granted if it can
be clearly demonstrated that there are benefits
resulting from the development which would
outweigh the harm caused to the nature
conservation value of the site. The Council can
instigate mitigation and/or compensatory measures
to protect and enhance the nature conservation
interests of the site.

Prior to 2005 policies within the Derbyshire Dales
Local Plan allowed for residential development
within the confines of settlements where the
proposal represented either consolidation within the
scope of the existing built framework, without
intruding into open countryside, or infilling a small
gap in an otherwise substantially built up frontage
(subject to other policies in the Local Plan or other
constraints). In 2005 Derbyshire Dales Council
adopted a revised Local Plan. This identified towns
(and some villages) as being best placed to make a
contribution to sustainable development and these
areas were given a ‘Settlement Framework
Boundary’ where infill development, replacement of
existing dwellings or, conversion of existing
buildings to housing might be permitted. However,
in those areas without a defined Settlement
Framework boundary (including Longford) housing
development is now considered appropriate only
where it is essential for the operation of agriculture,
forestry or other enterprise that needs to be in that
location or; where it consists of affordable housing
for an identified local need. This means that there is
currently a presumption against any new
development within the context of the village unless
it is considered to be development that accords with
those policies.

Other applications post 2005.
Since 2005 there have been circa 21 planning
applications and 2 listed building applications
approved across the study area. The majority of the
planning applications received relate to proposals
for single or two storey extensions to properties, for
new garage buildings or for conversion of garages
to additional accommodation.
Planning and listed building consent was granted in
2006 for refurbishment and alterations to form
three apartments, conversion of garage and
ballroom to form two apartments and external
alterations at the Grade II* listed stable block at
Longford Hall Farm. These applications have
recently been resubmitted to extend their validity.
As a relatively compact rural village, it is considered
that on balance, Longford does not face significant
pressures for change. The extent of growth seen in
terms of new development over the latter part of
the 20th century is unlikely to be forthcoming under
existing policies, unless significant changes are made
to those policies over the next 10-15 years.

In respect of affordable housing there is currently
an application being considered for the provision of
three affordable housing units on a small parcel of
land along Sepycoe Lane. This application has been
submitted by the Coke Trust and has been pending
over several months, predominantly due to
concerns over flooding in the area. As discussed in
this Appraisal, Conservation Area designation does
not control the development of land, which is the
premise of other local and national planning
policies, but it does provide for more scrutiny of
acceptable design and materials, so that the grain of
the area is taken into account.
Section 9 identifies policies contained within the
2005 Adopted Local Plan which are applicable to
Longford. Policy CS1(f) for example is a site
specific policy for the School Playing Fields, on land
to the rear of Parochial CE Primary School,
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9. Conservation Policy & Legislation

CONSERVATION POLICIES
& LEGISLATION

Plan Making Policies
HE2 : Evidence Base for Plan Making
Local Planning Authorities should have evidence
about the historic environment/heritage assets in
their area; maintain or have access to a Historic
Environment Register (held by Derbyshire County
Council ); and use evidence to assess heritage assets
and the contribution they make. Conservation Area
Character Appraisals can significantly contribute to
this evidence base.

NATIONAL PLANNING GUIDANCE
Planning Policy Statement 5 :
Planning for the Historic Environment
Planning Policy Statements set out government
guidance on planning issues and provide guidance
to local planning authorities and others of the
operation of the planning system. Local planning
authorities must take their guidance into account in
preparing their development plans. PPS5 on
Planning for the Historic Environment provides
guidance specifically in relation to historic assets /
historic environment.

HE 3: Regional and Local Plan Approaches
The Regional Spatial Strategy and the Local
Development Framework should set out a positive
pro-active strategy for conservation and enjoyment
of the historic environment, and the significance
and contribution of the heritage assets.

The factors to take into consideration when
designating (or reviewing) an area are set down in a
separate document ‘Guidance on Conservation
Area Appraisals’ published by English Heritage in
February 2006.

HE4: Permitted Development and Article 4
Directions
Local Planning Authorities should consider the use
of Article 4 Directions if exercising permitted
development rights would undermine the aims for
the historic environment.

PPS 5 came into force in March 2010 and replaced
the previous Planning Policy Guidance Notes 15
and 16 : Planning and the Historic Environment
and Planning and Archaeology. PPS5 creates an
integrated approach to the consideration of the
historic environment and ‘heritage assets’ within the
planning system – all ‘heritage assets’ now being
within the remit of one planning policy statement.

HE5: Monitoring Indicators
Local Planning Authorities should consider how
best to monitor the impact of their planning policies
and decisions on the historic environment,
including attention to where heritage assets are at
risk of loss or decay.

The terminology ‘heritage assets’ relates to those
parts of the historic environment that have
significance because of their archaeological,
architectural or artistic interest. Hence a ‘heritage
asset’ (non-designated) can be a building,
monument, site, place, area or landscape positively
identified as having a degree of significance
(including for example a locally listed building). A
‘designated‘ heritage asset includes a World Heritage
Site, Listed Building, Scheduled Ancient
Monument, Protected Wreck Site, Registered Park
and Garden, Registered Battlefield or Conservation
Area.

Development Management
HE6:
Information
Requirements
for
Applications for Consent Affecting Heritage
Assets
Applicants should provide a description of the
significance of the heritage asset affected and the
contribution of the setting to that significance. The
level of detail should be proportionate to the
importance of the asset and no more than is
sufficient to understand the potential impact of the
works. Information together with an assessment of
the impact of the proposal should be set out in the
application. Local Planning Authorities should not
validate applications where the significance of the
heritage asset cannot be adequately understood.

In essence, there are twelve policies contained
within PPS5. The policies in the PPS are a material
planning consideration which must be taken into
account in development management decisions,
where relevant. The twelve policies (in brief) are as
follows:-

HE7:
Policy
Principles
Guiding
the
Determination of Applications for Consent
Relating to All Heritage Assets.
In making decisions on planning, listed building or
Conservation Area Consent applications Local
Planning Authorities should:- Identify and assess the significance of any
element of the historic environment affected

HE1 : Heritage Assets and Climate Change
A greater emphasis has been given to the re-use
/modification of buildings, securing sustainable
development, enhancing energy efficiency etc.
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-

-

-

-

-

harm/loss of a grade II LB, park or garden should
be exceptional and to higher status heritage assets
wholly exceptional.

by the proposal (including setting) and should
take account of the evidence provided,
designation records, the HER record, the
heritage asset itself, the outcome of
consultations and where appropriate, expert
advice.
Take into account the nature of the
significance of the heritage asset and the value
it holds for this and future generations
Seek the views of the community if the
heritage asset has a special significance to the
community. Take into account the desirability
of sustaining and enhancing the significance of
the heritage asset and the positive contribution
that conservation can make to the
establishment and maintenance of sustainable
communities and economic vitality.
Take into account new development making a
positive contribution to the character and local
distinctiveness of the historic environment.
Consideration of design should include scale,
height, massing, alignment, materials and use.
Where evidence of deliberate neglect or
damage has been undertaken in hope of
obtaining consent, this should not be taken
into account in any decision.
Where loss of significance is justified on the
merits of new development, new development
should not be permitted without taking
reasonable steps to ensure the development
will proceed after the loss has occurred – by
planning conditions or obligations.

Where substantial harm or total loss of significance
is proposed Local Planning Authorities should
refuse consent unless:
- The substantial harm/loss is necessary in order
to deliver substantial public benefits which
outweigh the harm/loss
- The nature of the heritage asset prevents all
reasonable uses of the site
- No viable use of the heritage asset can be
found in the medium term to enable its
conservation
- Conservation via grant funding or charitable or
public ownership is not possible
- The harm/loss of the heritage asset is
outweighed by the benefit of bringing the site
back into use.
Local Planning Authorities should require
applicants to provide evidence that other potential
owners/users have been sought through
appropriate marketing and that reasonable
endeavours have been made to seek grant, or for
charitable institutions / public authorities to take
on the asset.
Where a proposal has a harmful impact on the
significance of a designated heritage asset (less than
substantial) Local Planning Authorities should
weigh the public benefit of the proposal and
recognise that the greater harm to significance, the
greater the justification will be needed for its loss.

HE8: Additional Policy Principle Guiding the
Consideration of Applications for Consent
Relating to Heritage Assets that are not covered
by Policy HE9 (i.e. non-designated heritage assets)
The effect of an application on the significance of a
heritage asset or its setting is a material
consideration. Heritage assets are valued
components of the historic environment and where
a development proposal is subject to detailed preapplication discussions there is a presumption that
identification of unidentified heritage assets will take
place.

Not all elements of a World Heritage Site or
Conservation Area will necessarily contribute to its
significance and Local Planning Authorities should
consider the relative significance of the element
affected and its contribution to the World Heritage
Site / Conservation Area as a whole. Local Planning
Authorities should consider better revealing the
significance of those areas where appropriate.
There are many heritage assets with archaeological
interest, not currently designated as Scheduled
Ancient Monuments, but are of equivalent
significance and the absence of designation does
not indicate a lower significance. These assets
should be considered in the light of policies HE9
and HE10.

HE9: Additional Policy Principles Guiding the
Consideration of Applications for Consent
Related to Designated Heritage Assets.
There should be a presumption in favour of the
conservation of designated heritage assets and the
more significant the designated heritage asset, the
greater its conservation should be. Once lost
heritage assets cannot be replaced. Significance can
be harmed or lost through alteration/destruction of
the heritage asset or development within its setting.
Loss affecting any designated asset should have
clear and convincing justification. Substantial

HE10: Additional Policy Principles Guiding the
Consideration of Applications Affecting the
Setting of a Designated Heritage Asset.
Where proposals affect the setting of a heritage
asset, Local Planning Authorities should treat
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favourably those proposals, which preserve the
elements of the setting and that make a positive
contribution or better reveal the significance of the
asset. Local Planning Authorities should weigh any
harm against the wider benefits of the application.
The greater the negative impact on significance, the
greater the benefits needed to justify approval.
Local Planning Authorities should take a pro-active
role in identifying opportunities for change which
enhances or better reveals the significance of the
heritage asset.

LOCAL PLANNING GUIDANCE
Derbyshire Dales Local Plan
(Adopted November 2005)
The adopted Local Plan reinforces the view that the
quality of the environment, natural and man-made,
is an asset to be conserved. It realizes that this can
be viewed as a major constraint to development, but
that it also offers great opportunities for
development to be conceived in harmony with it.
Positive conservation policies coupled with a
development strategy are needed, so that aims to
meet real needs and encourage sustainable realistic
developments in conjunction with the environment,
are achieved.

HE11: Enabling Development
Local Planning Authorities should assess the
benefits of an application for enabling development
to secure the future conservation of the heritage
asset and outweigh the disbenefits of departing
from the development plan.

The policies below can be found within the
Natural, Historic and Built Environment
section. The most relevant to this Appraisal are
noted below.

HE12: Policy Principles Guiding the Recording
of Information Related to Heritage Assets
Documenting /recording a building should not be a
factor in deciding the retention of the historic asset.
However in investigating the significance of the
historic environment, the evidence base can be
added to, for future planning and further
understanding. Where loss (part or whole) of an
historic asset is justified Local Planning Authorities
should require the developer to adequately record,
and advance understanding, in a timely manner,
prior to that loss using planning conditions or
obligations as appropriate. Copies of reports etc,
should be deposited with the Historic Environment
Record and/or local museum /public depository

Policy NBE3.
Other Sites of Importance for Nature
Conservation
Planning permission for development within or
likely to have a direct or indirect adverse impact
upon any other site important for nature
conservation including Derbyshire Wildlife Sites,
Regionally Important Geological Sites or Local
Nature Reserves will only be granted if it can be
clearly demonstrated that there are benefits resulting
from the development which would outweigh the
harm caused to the nature conservation value of the
site. Where necessary the Council will impose
conditions or seek to negotiate a Section 106
Obligation to secure appropriate mitigation and/or
compensatory measures to protect and enhance the
nature conservation interests of the site.

Historic Environment Planning Practice Guide
In addition to PPS5, an ‘Historic Environment
Planning Practice Guide’ has been published by
English Heritage, the Department of Culture, Media
and Sport and the Department of Communities and
Local Government. This endeavors to provide
pertinent guidance and more detail in respect of,
and in conjunction with, the 12 policies in the PPS5.
It also replaces the more comprehensive
information as detailed in PPG15 (Annex C) and
part 6 of the document provides information on
making Repairs; Restoration, Additions and
Alterations; and Works for Research.

There are two designated wildlife sites relevant to
the Longford area, one surrounding the Church of
St. Chads and one at Carr Wood to the north-west
of Longford.
Policy NBE4
Protecting Features or Areas of Importance to
Wild Flora and Fauna
Planning permission for development within, or
likely to have an adverse impact upon the integrity
or continuity of areas or features of importance to
wild flora and fauna, will not be granted unless it
can be clearly demonstrated that there are benefits
resulting from development which would outweigh
the importance of the feature to wild flora and
fauna.

PPS5: Planning for the Historic Environment PS5 –
www.communities.gov.uk
Historic Environment Planning Practice Guide
www.english-heritage.org.uk
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defined within that document as being within the
Needwood and South Settled Derbyshire Claylands.
Longford (west) is classified as Settled Farmlands
and Longford (east) as Riverside Meadows. (See
Landscape Section for further information).

Where appropriate the Council will impose
conditions or seek to negotiate a Section 106
Obligation to secure appropriate long term
management, mitigation and / or compensatory
measures to protect and enhance the importance of
the area or feature to wild flora and fauna

Policy NBE16
Development Affecting a Listed Building
Planning permission for development will only be
granted where it does not have an adverse impact
upon the special character or setting of a listed
building.

Policy NBE5
Development affecting Species Protected by
law or are Nationally Rare
Planning permission for development likely to have
a direct or indirect adverse impact upon species
protected by law or identified as nationally rare will
only be granted if it can be demonstrated that there
is an overriding need for the development and
where necessary, mitigation and/or compensatory
measures can be put in place that allows the status
of the species to be maintained or enhanced.

Policy NBE17
Alterations and Extensions to a Listed Building
Planning permission for development involving
alterations or extensions to listed buildings will only
be granted where;
(a) the historic form of the building is retained
and;
(b) any architectural or historically important
elements of the building, are retained in
largely unaltered form; and
(c) the proposed design, materials, scale and
detailing does not have an adverse impact
the character and appearance of the listed
building

Policy NBE6
Trees and Woodlands
Planning permission will only be granted for
development likely to have a direct or indirect
adverse impact upon trees and woodlands if it can
be demonstrated that the justification for the
development outweighs their importance for the
nature conservation or amenity value. Where any
trees are lost as part of a development proposal the
Council will impose conditions or seek to negotiate
a Section 106 Obligation to replace those that are
lost on the basis of three replacements for each one
lost.

Policy NBE18
Conversion and Changes of Use of a Listed
Building
Planning permission for the conversion and/or
change of use of a listed building will be granted
provided that;
(a) the original use is no longer appropriate or
viable and;
(b) if the proposed use is not the original use, it
is appropriate to the status of the listed
building
(c) the proposal will protect the listed building
and its setting

Policy NBE7
Features Important in the Landscape
Planning permission will only be granted for
development likely to have an adverse impact upon
landscape features such as hedgerows, walls,
streams and ponds, where it can be demonstrated
that the justification for the development outweighs
their importance to the character and appearance of
the immediate and wider landscape. In appropriate
circumstances the Council will impose conditions or
seek to negotiate a S106 Obligation to safeguard the
long-term protection and management of such
features.

Policy NBE19
Demolition of Listed Buildings
Planning permission for development involving the
demolition of a listed building will only be granted
where;
(a)
the building is wholly beyond economic
repair and:
(b)
it can be demonstrated that every
possible effort has been made to
continue its current use or find a
compatible alternative use that would
allow for the retention of the listed
building and;
(c)
the application is accompanied by a
redevelopment scheme for the site, the

Policy NBE8
Landscape Character
Planning permission will only be granted for
development that protects or enhances the
character, appearance and local distinctiveness of
the landscape.
Supplementary Planning Guidance
In July 2007 Derbyshire Dales District Council
adopted Supplementary Planning Guidance for
Landscape Character and Design. Longford is
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(b) where in-situ preservation is not feasible
mitigation measures can be put in place
that minimises any adverse impact upon the
feature and its setting.
Where appropriate the Council will impose
conditions or seek to negotiate a Section 106
Obligation to ensure appropriate investigation and
recording, before and during development.

merits of which would outweigh the
loss of the listed building.
The Council will impose conditions or seek to enter
into a Section 106 Obligation to ensure the
implementation of the redevelopment scheme at the
earliest possible opportunity following demolition
of the listed building.

Policy NBE26
Landscape Design in Association with New
Development
In determining applications for planning permission
the Council will consider whether there is a need for
the submission, implementation and maintenance of
a scheme of landscaping to ensure that the
proposed development would integrate with or
enhance its surroundings. Where this is considered
to be necessary appropriate conditions will be
imposed on any planning permission.

Policy NBE20
Enabling Development
Planning permission for development adjacent to or
within an Heritage Asset* (*Scheduled Monument, other
archaeological remains, listed building, other historic buildings
of more local significance, conservation areas or registered
parks and gardens) and used to fund the repair,
restoration or improvement of a Heritage Asset will
not be granted unless:a. it can be demonstrated that it is the only
viable means of repairing, restoring or
improving the heritage asset and:
b. it would not have an adverse impact on the
archaeological, architectural, historic or
landscape interest of the heritage asset or
its setting and:
c. it can be demonstrated that the
development is the minimum necessary to
secure the long-term future of the heritage
asset and;
d. the benefits that accrue from the
development outweigh any long-term
benefits.

Other policies in the Derbyshire Dales Adopted
Local Plan will be relevant to Longford although
they are not all recorded here, where the emphasis is
on the built and natural environment of the
potential Conservation Area. Other relevant policies
include:Strategic Framework policies
SF4
Development in the Countryside
SF5
Design and Appearance of Development
Housing policies
H2
Extensions to Dwellings
H3
Dependent Persons Units
H4
Housing Development Outside Settlement
Framework Boundaries
H5
Conversion and Re-use of Buildings to
Provide
Residential
Accommodation
Outside Settlement Frameworks
H6
Replacement Dwellings in the Countryside
H8
Extending Domestic Curtilages into the
Countryside
H9
Design and Appearance of New Housing.
H12
Alternative Provision for Affordable
Housing Outside Settlement Frameworks
H13
Affordable Housing Exceptional Sites in
Rural Areas

Policy NBE21 will only be relevant if Longford
is designated as a Conservation Area.
Policy NBE21
Development Affecting A Conservation Area
Planning permission for development proposals
within or adjacent to a conservation area will be
granted provided that they preserve or enhance the
character or appearance of the area.
Policy NBE24
Archaeological Sites and Heritage Features
Planning permission will not be granted for
development likely to disturb or have an adverse
impact upon Scheduled Ancient Monuments or
other nationally important archaeological remains or
their setting

Economic & Development Policies
EDT4 Other Existing Employment Land and
Business Premises
EDT7 Extension and Expansion of Existing
Industrial and Business Land and Premises
EDT8 Design and Appearance of New Industrial
and Business Premises
EDT13 Buildings Associated with Agriculture,
Forestry or Other Rural Based Enterprise

Planning permission for development likely to
disturb or have an adverse impact upon other
important archaeological or heritage features, or
their setting will only be granted where it can be
demonstrated that;
(a) the feature can be preserved in-situ, or;
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EDT14 Farm Diversification
EDT15 New Build Industrial and Business
Development Outside of Settlement
Frameworks
EDT16 Re-use of Rural Buildings for Industrial and
Business Use
EDT17 Tourist Attractions
EDT19 Tourist Accommodation Outside Defined
Settlement Frameworks.

Development
The Town & Country Planning (General Permitted
Development Order) 1995 indicates the rights of an
individual to act without the need for a planning
approval. However, some of these rights are
withdrawn, or are more limited in their application
in conservation areas and national parks, than
elsewhere. In October 2008 amendments were
introduced to the TCP (GPDO) 1995 by the TCP
(GPDO) 2008. The following indicate constraints
within a Conservation Area that are ‘additional’ to
planning requirements outside a Conservation
Area.

Town Centre and Retailing policies
S6
The Design and Appearance of Shops and
Commercial premises
S11
Individual and Village Shops
S12
Important Local Services and Facilities

Planning permission is required for:• An extension to the dwelling-house which
would extend beyond a wall forming a side
elevation of the original dwelling-house.

Transportation policies
TR1
Access Requirements and the Impact of
New Development
TR3
Provision for Public Transport
Infrastructure & Community Facilities policies
CS1
Sites required for Community Facilities
Policy CS1(f) is a site specific policy for
the School Playing Fields, land to the
rear of Parochial CE Primary School,
Longford and planning permission will not
be granted for any development that would
prejudice the development of that site.
CS3
Provision of New Community Facilities
and Services
CS5
Renewable Energy Installations
CS6
Wind Turbine Generator Development

•

An extension of the dwelling-house which
would have more than one storey and
extend beyond the rear wall of the original
dwelling-house.

•

Cladding a house with stone, artificial
stone, pebble-dash, render, timber, plastic
and tiles.

•

The enlargement of a house consisting of
an addition or alteration to its roof.

•

The provision, alteration or improvement
of a building/enclosure/pool or the
provision of a container to be used for
domestic heating purposes (oil/gas) within
the curtilage of a dwelling-house if any part
of the building, enclosure, pool or
container would be situated on land
between a wall forming a side elevation of
the house and the boundary of the cartilage
of the house.

•

The installation, alteration or replacement
of a chimney, flue or soil and vent pipe on
a house if the chimney, flue, soil, or vent
pipe would be installed on a wall or roofslope which fronts a highway or forms
either the principal or side elevation of a
house.

•

The installation, alteration or replacement
of a satellite dish on a house, or within the
curtilage of a house if it consists of the
installation of a satellite dish, on a chimney,
wall or roof slope which faces onto, and is
visible from a highway or on a building
which exceeds 15 metres in height.

Leisure and Recreation policies
L9
Safeguarding Public Rights of Way
L11
Equestrian Development
L12
Potentially Intrusive Sport or Recreation
Activities
LEGISLATION
Conservation area designation has always had
minimal impact on the individual and successive
governments have always sought to ensure that the
rights of individuals within conservation areas are
not overly constrained, as compared with
individuals outside of protected areas. However,
erosion of historic fabric within conservation areas
over the years has led to some additional controls
being made available to protect the overall
environment. Conservation Area Consent is
required for the total (or substantial) demolition of
a building. Following the outcome of the Shimizu
case, various works that would previously have
constituted partial demolition are not now subject
to consent, despite their removal having a
potentially detrimental effect on the character or
appearance of the area e.g. removal of architectural
detail etc.
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Installation of Micro-generation Equipment
Planning permission is required for :• The installation, alteration or replacement
of solar thermal equipment on a house (or
flats) if the solar PV or solar thermal
equipment would be installed on a wall
forming the principal or side elevation of
the house and would be visible from the
highway, or; on a wall of a building within
the curtilage of the house and would be
visible from a highway.
•

The installation, alteration or replacement
of stand alone solar within the curtilage of a
dwelling-house if it is to be situated within
any part of the curtilage of the dwellinghouse and would be visible from the
highway.

•

The installation, alteration or replacement
of a flue, forming part of a biomass heating
system on a dwelling-house if the flue
would be installed on a wall or a roof-slope
forming the principal or side elevation of
the dwelling-house and would be visible
from a highway.

•

The installation, alteration or replacement
of flue, forming part of combined heat and
power system, on a dwelling-house if the
flue would be installed on a wall or a roofslope forming the principal or side
elevation of the dwelling-house and would
be visible from a highway.

Article 4 Directions
It is recognized that in some conservation areas, the
above criteria only provides limited measures, and
additional controls may be desirable. The General
Planning Development Order (GPDO) therefore
allows the local authority to introduce Article 4
Directions to withdraw further rights in relation to
features, which are considered to be of particular
significance in the area. Items which can be brought
under additional control include:• Alteration to a dwelling-house (this could
include external windows)
• Roof slopes and materials
• External doors/porches
• Ancillary buildings
• Hard surfaces, e.g. drives and hardstandings
• Satellite antennae
• Gates, walls, fences
• Chimneys
• Painting
If it is considered that there is a particular threat to
the character or appearance of a conservation area
from inappropriate ‘permitted development’, the
local planning authority will give consideration to
the establishment of an Article 4 Direction (under
the provisions of the Town and Country Planning
Act 1990) to bring specified aspects of permitted
development under control. Normally it is
recommended that any Article 4 Direction should
be reviewed every five years.
Any potential new Directions would be the subject
of a full public consultation exercise with local
residents and the Parish Council.

Trees
Under the Town and Country Planning Act 1990
(Section 211), subject to range of exceptions,
anyone proposing to cut down, or prune a tree in a
Conservation Area is required to give six weeks
notice to the local planning authority. This provides
the local authority with the opportunity for bringing
the tree under their general control by making a tree
preservation order in respect of it. Penalties for
contravention are similar to those relating to tree
preservation orders.

Advertisement Control
It is recognized that all outdoor advertisements
affect the appearance of the building or the
neighbourhood where they are to be displayed and
there is a duty by the Local Planning Authority to
pay special regard to the desirability of preserving or
enhancing the character and appearance of the
conservation area. As many conservation areas
include retail and commercial premises, outdoor
advertising is essential to commercial activity and
the success of local businesses will usually help to
maintain buildings in good repair and in having an
attractive appearance.

Conservation Area Consent
Conservation Area Consent is required for the
substantial or total destruction of a building in a
conservation area greater than 115 cubic metres.
Consideration is given as to whether the building
makes a positive contribution to the character and
appearance of the Conservation Area. Conservation
Area Consent is also required for the demolition of
walls, fences and other means of enclosure where
planning permission would have been required for
their construction.

Supplementary Planning Guidance
Landscape Character and Design
Adopted July 2007
The Conversion of Farm Buildings
Design Guidance
Adopted November 2005
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Supplementary Planning Guidance
Landscape Character and Design
Adopted July 2007
The Conversion of Farm Buildings
Design Guidance
Adopted November 2005
Shop Front and Commercial Properties
Design Guidance
Adopted May 2006
All the above are available on the District Council
Web-site www.derbyshiredales.gov.uk or on request
at a charge of £5.00.
In summary, in a Conservation Area, the District
Council can:• ensure that proposed new design and
materials harmonise with the buildings and
the surrounding area
• control demolition of buildings and
walls/fences of certain sizes /heights
• control works to trees
• prepare development or design briefs for
specific sites in conservation areas
• introduce an Article 4 Direction to control
minor works if it is considered appropriate
(this is subject to public consultation)
• control advertisements and shop signage
• endeavour that traffic control measures are
not at odds with the character of the area
• consider enhancement schemes and look to
environmental
improvements
(where
external funding is available)
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Longford
Character Appraisal

10. Proposed Conservation Area Boundary

PROPOSED CONSERVATION AREA
BOUNDARY REVIEW

and the Hall and its parkland to the north of Long
Lane are all inextricably linked to the development
of the majority of the village which lies to the south.

Preamble
As has been previously referred to in this
document, Derbyshire Dales District Council has
32 existing Conservation Areas within its
administrative district that are located outside the
Peak District National Park. The District Council
has a duty to review its existing Conservation Areas
and in order to achieve this; it undertakes
Conservation Area Character Appraisals. The
Council also has a duty to consider other areas in
the District which could be brought forward for
designation. In recent years, the District Council has
been contacted by Town and Parish Councils and
has been requested to investigate other areas in the
District which are not currently designated as a
Conservation Area, but which are considered to
have special historic or architectural qualities which
could lead to a formal designation.

As has been identified in the Appraisal the village
does contain a high percentage of 20th century
buildings, some of better architectural quality and
design than others. Whilst the purpose of a
Conservation Area is to recognise and conserve
historic and architectural features, it is not always
possible to exclude buildings, structures or spaces
that are less notable, e.g. modern structures which
are contained within the wider historic context.
However, where buildings or spaces are more
peripheral to the area and are considered not to
provide any historic or architectural benefits,
landscape features or appropriate setting they have
been specifically excluded from the proposed
Conservation Area. Wherever possible the
proposed boundary endeavours to follow a tangible
boundary on the ground, such as a lane,
watercourse (many of which are clearly defined by a
tree-lined vegetation), boundary walls, and in some
cases, where it is evident that the character of the
land changes use notably from domestic to
agricultural.

Longford Parish Council approached the District
Council some years ago for an assessment of
Longford Village to ascertain if the area could be
designated as a Conservation Area. The District
Council has an approved programme for
undertaking consideration of existing and proposed
new conservation areas and it is now therefore
Longford which is under review.

The draft boundary for a potential Conservation
Area is therefore proposed as follows (See Figure
11).
Start point ‘A’.
On approaching the village from the west along
Long Lane, the Draft Boundary :-

The assessment undertaken in this Appraisal
document has sought to identify the characteristics
that make the village of Longford ‘special’. The
Appraisal has shown how the area has evolved and
developed, considered its remaining archaeology, its
architecture, the prevalent materials used in the
construction of the buildings and structures in the
village, and the landscape, green features and
setting. The Appraisal has also considered the
character of the resulting buildings and spaces, the
condition of the area and those factors which are
(or have had) a negative impact and where some
improvements could be made. Whilst it has been
recognised and depicted in the Chronology Figures
8a & 8b that the village contains evidence of
significant development within the 20th century, on
balance, the other contributory factors assessed
have led the District Council to support the
potential adoption of a Conservation Area for the
village of Longford and it is hoped that there will be
public support for this initiative.

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

The Study Area which has been under consideration
now requires a formal and defined boundary. In this
respect the village of Longford as an independent
settlement is relatively easy to define. The Church,
Longford Hall Farm and its associated buildings
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Follows a northerly direction, along the
west drive to Longford Hall
Crosses the Yeaveley Brook to the west
of Longford Hall until it reaches the
Longford Hall Farm.
Continues north and includes land and
buildings which comprise Longford
Hall Farm
Follows the Shirley Brook until its
intersection at the stone bridge on the
east drive
Follows the east drive, to the rear of
South Park Lodge.
Continues to the rear of South Park
Lodge and the Memorial Cemetery.
Returns to Long Lane, including the
trees to the east of the cemetery
(entrance into Longford from the east).
Follows Long Lane in a westerly
direction until its intersection with the
Shirley Brook.

i.
j.
k.
l.
m.
n.
o.
p.

q.

Follows the Shirley Brook until it
reaches the intersection of the Shirley
and Brailsford brooks.
Follows a public footpath to the north
of the water management features and
east of The Mill Farm.
Follows the public footpath until its
intersection with Longford Lane.
Continues south-east along Longford
Lane
Returns in a south-westerly direction to
the rear of Bupton and Bupedene and
follows field boundaries to the south
Crosses the brook to join Sepycoe
Lane.
Follows Sepycoe Lane in a southerly
direction
Returns along the well defined rear
boundaries to properties on Sepycoe
Lane and Main Street, until its
intersection with Long Lane
Returns in a westerly direction along
Long Lane to its original start point at
‘A’.

The buildings known as 1-3 Hall Cottages, which lie
at the north and-west of the west drive to Longford
Hall have been excluded as mid-20th century
housing of little architectural or historic merit.

1-3 Hall Cottages
It is proposed to include the majority of dwellings
and the commercial property which comprise the
village settlement to the south of Long Lane.
Brooks and water management features are
included as are farmsteads to the south of the
village. Historic buildings and 20th century
development sit ‘side by side’, so it is difficult to not
include later buildings which are not necessarily of
noteworthy merit. The Mill Farm, whilst hidden
behind a defined enclosure of mature tree, abuts the
mill ponds and exhibits a distinct transition in
character from agricultural to well cultivated
domestic land.

It is proposed to include the historic buildings to
the north of Long Lane, several of which are
recognised for their special architectural and historic
interest as listed buildings. The proposed
Conservation Area would include Longford Hall
and its associated historic parkland to the south, the
remains of Longford Almshouses; the Church of St
Chad, agricultural land and buildings associated with
Longford Hall Farm, South Park Lodge,
watercourses and the Memorial Cemetery.
The Memorial Cemetery is proposed for inclusion
as being representative of the social history of the
village and the belt of mature trees to the east of the
Cemetery form a definitive boundary.

The proposed boundary has been carefully
considered by the District Council to not overly
extend the area by including vast tracts of
surrounding agricultural land. It is the quality of the
built environment and the relationship of buildings
and landscape features in conjunction with their
surrounding spaces that have been given
consideration in this Appraisal.
A list of properties in Longford which are
affected by the proposed Conservation Area
designation is shown in Appendix 2.

Line of trees adjacent the Memorial Cemetery form a
definitive boundary
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